
Lower Bounds for Embedding Graphs intoGraphs of Smaller CharateristiK. V. M. Naidu & H. RameshIndian Institute of Siene, Bangalore, 560012ramesh�sa.iis.ernet.in., naidukvm�yahoo.om.Abstrat. The subjet of graph embeddings deals with embedding a�nite point set in a given metri spae by points in another target metrispae in suh a way that distanes in the new spae are at least, but nottoo muh more, than distanes in the old spae. The largest new distaneto old distane ratio over all pairs of points is alled the distortion of theembedding. In this paper, we will study the distortion dist(G;H) whileembedding metris supported on a given graph G into metris supportedon a graph H of lower harateristi, where the harateristi �(H) of agraph H is the quantity E � V + 1 (E is the number of edges and V isthe number of verties in H). We will prove the following lower boundsfor suh embeddings whih generalize and improve lower bounds givenin [10℄.{ If jGj = jHj and �(G)� �(H) = k, dist(G;H) � gk � 1{ If �(G)� �(H) = k, dist(G;H) � gk�43Further, we will also give an alternative proof for lower bounding thedistortion when probabilistially embedding expander graphs into treemetris. In addition, we also generalize this lower bound to the asewhen expander graphs probabilistially embed into graphs of onstantharateristi.1 IntrodutionThe subjet of graph embeddings deals with representing a �nite point set ina metri spae by points in another target metri spae in suh a way that thedistanes only inrease, but not by too muh. One a given metri spae anbe approximately embedded into a metri spae that is easier to deal with, onemight get approximate solutions to problems whih appeared to be hard to dealwith in the original metri spae. For a nie introdution to to this area refer to[7℄, [6℄ and [1℄.This approah has been suessfully adopted in several problems. One ex-ample would be for lustering points: here, one ould embed the points at handinto some metri spae suh as the `2-spae and try geometri algorithms thatare already well known. Another example is bandwidth approximation. The �rstnon-trivial approximation algorithm for bandwidth approximation was given in[9℄ using a generalization of the embeddings whih form the subjet of this pa-per. Bartal in [2℄ gave an algorithm to probabilistially approximate arbitrary



graph metris by tree metris within a distortion fator of O(log2(n)), and sub-sequently, improved it in [3℄ to a fator of O(logn log logn). This lead to thedesign of polylog approximation algorithms for several problems. See [5℄ and [8℄for examples of suh problems. Charikar et al. in [4℄ showed how to derandomizeapproximation algorithms designed using probabilisti approximation by trees.We de�ne the harateristi �(G) of a graph G as the value E�V +1, whereE; V are the number of edges and verties, respetively, in G. In this paper,we examine the distortion obtained when embedding metri spaes supportedon graphs into metri spaes supported on graphs of lower harateristi, bothdeterministially and probabilistially. Our results are stated as follows:Previous Results: Rabinovih and Raz in [10℄ proved the following results onembedding a graph G into a graph H of lower harateristi. Let G and H beunweighted graphs, where jGj denotes the number of verties of G, �(G) denotesthe harateristi of G, gk denotes the length of the kth shortest yle in G, anddist(G;H) denotes the maximum distortion over all edges resulting from thebest embedding of G into H .{ If jGj = jH j and �(G) > �(H), dist(G;H) � g13 � 1{ If �(G) > �(H), dist(G;H) � g14 � 12{ If �(G)� 1 > �(H), dist(G;H) � g24 � 32Whether the lower bound even in ase of jGj 6= jH j is g13 � 1 is left as a openquestion in [10℄. Also left as open is whether one an generalize the last of thestatements above.Our Results: We prove the following results.{ If jGj = jH j and �(G) � �(H) = k, dist(G;H) � gk � 1{ If �(G)� �(H) = k, dist(G;H) � gk�43The �rst result both generalizes and strengthens the �rst result in [10℄ statedabove. The seond result generalizes the seond and third results in [10℄ andis also stronger for not too small values of gk. Our results are obtained usingtopologial arguments whih relate yles and linear ombinations of yles inG to orresponding strutures in H , and vie versa.2 PreliminariesIn this setion we give some basi de�nitions that will be useful throughout thepaper.De�nition 1. For any set N and a funtion � : N �N ! <, we all (N; �), ametri spae if� 8x; y 2 N �(x; y) � 0 with equality holding i� x = y� 8x; y 2 N �(x; y) = �(y; x)� 8x; y; z 2 N �(x; y) + �(y; z) � �(x; z)



De�nition 2. Let (N; �) and (M;�) be metri spaes and g : N ! M be afuntion, suh that:8x; y 2 N �(x; y) � �(g(x); g(y)) � D�(x; y)The in�mum of all suh numbers D is alled the distortion of g and is denotedby D(g). In this paper, we will onsider only funtions g whih are expansive,i.e., �(g(x);g(y))�(x;y) � 1, for all x; y 2 N , x 6= y.Graphs and Metri Spaes. With any edge-weighted graph G = (V;E;W ), onean naturally assoiate a metri spae by de�ning the distane between any twoverties as the length of the shortest path between them. We all suh a metrispae as a metri supported on G. Conversely, any �nite metri spae an beviewed as a weighted graph. Just take a omplete graph and weigh eah edgewith the distane between the orresponding points.Let G be a weighted graph and (N; �) be a metri spae. The distortion ofthe best embedding of G into N is denoted by dist(G;N). Alternately, it is thein�mum of D(g), over all expansive funtions g from G to N . Let S be a set ofmetri spaes. dist(G;S) is similarly de�ned as in�mum of dist(G;N) over allmetri spaes N 2 S.We say that a metri spae (N; �) is dominated by a metri spae (M;�)through a funtion g : N !M if 8x; y 2 N �(x; y) � �(g(x); g(y)).Probabilisti Embeddings. We also onsider probabilisti embeddings in this pa-per. A graph G is said to be �-probabilistially approximated by a �nite set ofmetri spaes S, if both the following onditions hold:{ There is a probability assignment to elements (M;�) of S suh that eahelement with non-zero assoiated probability dominates G through an asso-iated funtion g(M;�).{ For every pair of verties x; y in G, the expeted distaneExpetation(M;�) ��(g(M;�)(x); g(M;�)(y))�is at most � times their distane in G.We also denote the in�mum of all suh �s as pdist(G;S), where the in�mum istaken over all probability distributions.Going from Disrete to Continuous. Now, we will introdue a notion whihallows us to work with ontinuous ounterparts of disrete objets like graphsand edges. This notion was introdued in [10℄ to prove similar lower bounds.Consider any edge (from an unweighted graph) and assoiate with it a unitinterval with the line metri (for weighted graphs, one would use intervals oflength equal to the edge weight). Now, instead of unweighted graphs we workwith verties and unit intervals onneting them, in the sense that end pointsof the interval are identi�ed with the respetive end points of the edges. Suh



a ontinuous struture obtained from a graph G will be alled ~G. Note thatthere is a metri spae naturally assoiated with this ontinuous struture. Thedistane between any two points (where a point ould be a vertex or internalto an edge) in ~G is de�ned as the length of the shortest path onneting them.Suh paths are also alled geodesi paths. Also, note that the distane betweenany two verties in ~G is the same as the distane between these verties in G.We an also extend any 1-1 mapping, g, from the verties of a graph G intothe verties of a graph H , to get a ontinuous, many-one mapping ~g from ~G into~H , whose restrition to the vertex set of G gives us bak the original mappingg. ~g is alled the ontinuous extension of g, and an be obtained in several ways.We obtain ~g from g using a linearly de�ned extension, desribed below.Consider any point v in ~G; we show how to de�ne ~g(v). If v is a vertex in G,then ~g(v) = g(v). So onsider the ase when v is not a vertex of G. Let (u;w)be the edge in ~G ontaining v. There ould be several geodesi paths in ~H thatonnet g(u) to g(w) in ~H. Before de�ning the extension, we hoose any one ofthese geodesi paths. Intuitively, we linearly map points on the edge (u;w) in~G to this geodesi path in ~H . More formally, de�ne d ~G(u; v) to be the distanebetween u and v in ~G, and let: � = d ~G(u; v)d ~G(u;w) :De�ne ~g(v) as the unique point y on the above hosen geodesi path assoiatedwith (u;w) suh that d ~H(g(u); y)d ~H(g(u); g(w)) = �:Using the above map, [10℄ gave a proof for the fat that any yle of length nwould have a distortion of 
(n) when approximated by trees.Lemma 1 was originally proved in [10℄ and will be useful in our proofs.Lemma 1. [10℄ If there exists x; y 2 ~G suh that d ~G(x; y) � d and ~g(x) = ~g(y),then dist(G;H) � d�1. Note that x; y need not be verties of G. They are pointson the ontinuous extension of G.3 Lower bounds on DistortionIn this setion, we prove a range of lower bounds on approximating a graphmetri supported on a given unweighted graph G by a metri supported on agraph (possibly weighted with eah edge length being at least 1) H of lowerharateristi. We also prove a lower bound on approximating expander graphsby a distribution on metris supported on graphs of lower harateristi.



3.1 IntuitionSuppose we try to show that approximating a metri supported on a yle C (ofsay 4 verties, ABCDA, in that order) by a metri supported on a tree T (withfour verties), inurs a distortion of at least jCj � 1. The proof would proeed asfollows.Consider any 1-1 map g1 from the verties of C to the verties of T , and let~g be its ontinuous extension. Consider traversing C in the order ABCDA, andonsider the image (under ~g) of this trajetory. The resulting image trajetory isa losed walk on T whih is self-anelling, i.e., eah edge is traversed twie, oneeah in opposite diretions. Next onsider the image of this self-anelling losedwalk under the map ~g�1. Note that this image is also a self-anelling losedwalk on C. Thus, under the map ~g Æ ~g�1, the irle C maps to a self-anellinglosed walk on C.Note that verties in C map to themselves under ~g Æ ~g�1. This along with thefat that the irle C maps to a self-anelling losed walk on C under ~g Æ ~g�1implies that there exists at least one yle edge whih has a distortion of jCj � 1under ~gÆ ~g�1. Sine g is expansive, the distortion under ~g is at least the distortionunder ~g Æ ~g�1. It follows that some edge of C has distortion at least jCj� 1 under~g and therefore under g.3.2 GeneralizationWe now make the above arguments more general. Throughout the setion, we use�(G) to denote the harateristi of a graphG, whih is de�ned as jEGj�jVGj+1.�(G) is the number of independent yles in a graph in the sense that all ylesin G an be expressed in terms of linear ombinations of a yle basis having�(G) yles in it.1. Assume that a map g is given from VG to VH . We will use the ontinuousextension ~G of G and ~g of g as de�ned in Setion 2. Let h = g�1 and onsiderthe maps, ~G ~g! ~H ~h! ~G.2. Clearly, eah yle in the yle basis of ~G maps to a yle in ~H under themap ~g (atually it will map to a losed walk in ~H but anelling out edgestraversed in opposite diretions will leave a yle; this yle ould also betrivial, if all edges end up anelling out). The total number of independentnon-trivial yles that ould be obtained is learly at most �(H).3. Next, onsider eah of the non-trivial yles obtained above and map thembak to ~G using the map ~h. Again, we obtain a new olletion of yles in~G (by anelling out edges traversed in opposite diretions). Let dim denotethe number of independent non-trivial yles obtained in ~G. Clearly, dimis at most minf�(G); �(H)g = �(H) (beause we started out with exatly�(G) yles in ~G and got at most �(H) yles in the previous step).1 Any expansive map has to be 1-1, as two verties in C annot get mapped to thesame vertex in T



4. Consider eah yle C in the yle basis of ~G and onsider the yle obtainedby applying the map ~f = ~g Æ ~h to C and anelling out portions traversedin opposite diretions. We laim that this yle is exatly the same as thatobtained by Steps 2 and 3 above for the following reason: any part of theyle that anels out under the map ~g will anel out under the map ~f aswell. It follows that the number of independent non-trivial yles obtainedby applying ~f to the yles in the above basis is dim as well.5. We then show that if the distortion under the map ~g Æ ~h is small, thendim > �(H), whih is a ontradition. It follows that the distortion underthe map ~g Æ ~h must be large.6. Finally, the proof is ompleted by the fat that the distortion under ~g is atleast the distortion under ~g Æ ~h, sine g is expansive.All the steps above exept Step 5 are ready. We onentrate on Step 5 for provingthe lower bounds in the rest of the paper. All the lower bound proofs will onludewith a ontradition showing that dim > �(H), as required by Step 5.Speial Cyle Basis. Some of the proofs require a speial kind of yle basisfor G onstruted as follows.{ Proess yles in G in inreasing order of length.{ Inlude a yle in the basis if and only if it an not be expressed as a linearombination of yles ourring before it.By the de�nition of �(G), the size of the basis is �(G). A key property of theabove basis is that, if the ith smallest yle is in the basis, then all yles smallerthan it are expressible as linear ombinations of basis yles smaller than theith yle. This property is important in the proofs.3.3 Lower BoundsIn this setion, we will prove lower bounds on approximating a graph metri bya metri supported on a graph of lower harateristi. We use jP j to denote thelength of the path P . Also, we do additions of paths algebraially with the sameedge anelling out if traversed in opposite diretions. Note that any vertex ofG maps to itself under the map ~f = ~g Æ ~h where ~g is expansive and h = g�1.Theorem 1. If jGj = jH j and �(H) < �(G), then dist(G;H) � g1 � 1, whereg1 is length of the shortest yle in G.Proof: Let g denote any expansive map from the verties of G to that of H andsuppose the distortion under g is less than g1 � 1. We show a ontradition asfollows.Consider any yle basis B of G. Consider any yle Ci 2 B. For eah edgeeji in Ci,jeji � ~f(eji )j � jeji j+ j ~f(eji )j � jeji j+ j~g(eji )j < 1 + (g1 � 1):1 = g1



The seond inequality follows from the fat that g is expansive, and thereforedistanes between verties of H an only derease under the map ~g�1. Next, notethat a onsequene of the above is that eji and � ~f(eji ) together annot form ayle in G as the length of any yle must be at least g1. Sine eji � ~f(eji ) is alosed walk, eji � ~f(eji ) = 0 or simply, ~f(eji ) = eji .It follows that eah yle Ci in the basis being onsidered maps to itself underthe map ~f , and therefore dim = �(G) > �(H), as required. 2Theorem 2. If jGj = jH j and �(G) � �(H) = k, then dist(G;H) � gk � 1,where gk is the length of the kth smallest yle in G.Proof: Let g denote any expansive map from the verties of G to that of H andsuppose the distortion under g is less than gk � 1. We show a ontradition asfollows. Let S be the speial yle basis whih we onstruted in the previoussubsetion. Consider any yle Ci 2 S suh that i � k. Let,8i; j eji � ~f(eji ) = F jiBy arguing as in Theorem 1 we get,8i; j jF ji j < gkSo F ji must be either one of the smallest k� 1 yles or must ompletely anelout. Then,Pj ~f(eji ) annot be written as a linear ombination of yles smallerthan Ci, otherwise, sine Ci =Pj ~f(eji ) +Pj F ji and sine Ci 6= 0, Ci beomesa linear ombination of smaller yles, a ontradition. Further, sine ~f(Ci) =Pj ~f(eji ) an be written as a linear ombination of Ci and yles smaller thanCi, the yles ~f(Ci) are all independent for i � k. This implies that dim ��(G)� k + 1 > �(H), as required. 2Theorem 3. If �(G) � �(H) = k, then dist(G;H) � gk3 � 43The main bottlenek for proving this theorem seems to be proving that eahedge together with it's image under ~f forms a yle of small length. The rea-son why the argument in Theorem 2 does not work diretly is beause of thepresene of extra verties in H . The distane between the extra verties neednot ontrat when mapped bak to G. This is the reason we get a weaker lowerbound ompared to the ase when the number of verties in G and H is thesame.Proof of Theorem 3: Let g denote any expansive map from the verties of G tothat of H and suppose the distortion under g is less than gk3 � 43 .To prove this theorem, we will add additional verties to G and H . We willontinue to all the resulting graphs G and H for onveniene. Sine the addi-tional verties will be internal to edges, eah addition will inrease the numberof verties and number of edges by 1, and therefore, there will be no hange inthe harateristi of the graphs in question.
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~g(a) ~g(e)e Fig. 1. G on the left and H on the rightFirst, we will add verties to H suh that distane between any two adjaentverties is at most 1. This an be done by putting verties at intervals of 1 oneah edge. Seond, for eah vertex v in H to whih no vertex in G maps under g,a point on some edge of ~G that maps to v under the map ~g is made a vertex inG, provided suh a point exists. Note that there ould be several suh points in~G, in whih ase any one is hosen. Finally, the map g from the original vertiesof G to the original verties of H is now extended to inlude the new verties ofG. Note that the extended map is still 1-1 (i.e., two verties in G do not map tothe same vertex in H). Therefore, h = g�1 is well-de�ned. As before, we onsider~g, ~h, and ~f = ~g Æ ~h.We will assume that any two points in ~G mapped to the same point in ~H by~g are at a distane at most gk3 � 43 in ~G, otherwise the proof follows by applyingLemma 1 in Setion 2. We will derive a ontradition as follows.The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, with some key di�erenes.Reall that S denotes the speial basis onstruted earlier and onsider any yleCi 2 S suh that i � k. Let eji be an edge of this yle. Mark points s1; : : : ; slon eji that are inverse images of verties in ~H whih lie on the geodesi ~g(eji )in ~H . We all the part of the edge between sr and sr+1, for r = 1; : : : ; l � 1,an edgelet. Instead of working with edges, we will work with edgelets. For therest of the proof, rede�ne eji to be the edgelet (sr; sr+1). Let pr = ~f(sr) andpr+1 = ~f(sr+1) be verties in ~G. See Figure 1.Next, we would like to show (as in Theorem 2) that the quantity jeji � ~f(eji )jis stritly less than gk for eah edgelet. However, this alone is not suÆient aspr need not equal sr and similarly pr+1 need not equal sr+1 and onsequently,eji� ~f(eji ) need not form a losed walk (in ontrast, reall that in earlier theorems,for eah vertex v in G, ~f(v) = v). To get around this, we will onsider instead,for eah edgelet (sr; sr+1), the walk obtained by starting from sr, taking thegeodesi (in ~G) to pr, and then to pr+1, and then to sr+1; this walk replaes~f(eji ) and will be alled ~f 0(eji ). We will now show that jeji � ~f 0(eji )j < gk. Onethis is shown, using the additional fat that the sum of ~f 0(eji ) over all edgelets



in Ci is idential to the sum of ~f(eji ) over all edgelets in Ci, the rest of the proofis idential to Theorem 2.To show that jeji � ~f 0(eji )j < gk, it suÆes to show that j ~f 0(eji )j < gk � 1.Clearly, j ~f 0(eji )j � d ~G(sr; pr) + d ~G(pr; pr+1) + d ~G(pr+1; sr+1). Note that ~g(sr) =~g(pr), and likewise for sr+1; pr+1. Then, by our assumption above, we know thatd ~G(sr; pr) � gk3 � 43 and d ~G(sr+1; pr+1) � gk3 � 43 . It follows thatj ~f 0(eji )j � d ~G(pr; pr+1) + 2gk3 � 83Next, we bound the �rst term on the right hand side.Let pr 2 edge (a; b) and pr+1 2 edge (; d), where (a; b); (; d) are the originaledges in G, i.e., these edges were present even before additional verties wereadded at the beginning of this proof. Note thatd ~H(~g(a); ~g(b)) = d ~H (~g(a); ~g(sr)) + d ~H (~g(sr); ~g(b)) < gk3 � 43d ~H(~g(); ~g(d)) = d ~H(~g(); ~g(sr+1)) + d ~H(~g(sr+1); ~g(d)) < gk3 � 43beause of our assumption of small distortion for the original edges in G. There-fore,d ~H(~g(a); ~g()) + d ~H(~g(b); ~g(d))� d ~H(~g(a); ~g(sr)) + d ~H(~g(sr); ~g(b)) + d ~H (~g(); ~g(sr+1)) + d ~H (~g(sr+1); ~g(d)) +2d ~H(~g(sr); ~g(sr+1))< 2gk3 � 83 + 2 = 2gk3 � 23The seond inequality above is due to the fat that the distane between on-seutive verties in ~H is at most 1, by onstrution. Next, assuming wlog thatd ~H(~g(a); ~g()) � d ~H(~g(b); ~g(d)) and using the fat that ~g is expansive on the orig-inal edges of G, we get: d ~G(a; ) � d ~H(~g(a); ~g()) < gk3 � 13 . Sine d ~G(pr; pr+1) �d ~G(a; ) + 2 < gk3 � 13 + 2, we get thatj ~f 0(eji )j < gk3 � 13 + 2 + 2gk3 � 83 = gk � 1and therefore jeji � ~f 0(eji )j is stritly less than gk, as required. 2Next, we use Yao's Lemma (stated below) to prove probabilisti lower boundson embedding expander graphs in graphs of onstant harateristi.Theorem 4. Let us denote by fpg, a probability distribution over metri spaesfrom S and by fqg, a probability distribution over (u; v) 2 EG. Thenminfpg max(u;v)2EG XH2S pH dH(u; v)dG(u; v) � maxfqg minH2S X(u;v)2EG quv dH(u; v)dG(u; v) (1)



Theorem 5. Let G be a graph of n verties, m edges and girth g1, and let S bea family of graphs with harateristi at most �(G)�k(n). Consider embeddingsof G into eah of the graphs in S. For any probability distribution over S, theremust be an edge in G whose expeted distortion under the above embeddings isat least k(n)(g1�7)3EG + 1.Proof: We use Theorem 4 with uniform distribution over the edges of G. Fix anyH 2 S and onsider the map g embedding G in H . We show that there mustbe at least k(n) edges having a distortion at least g1�43 under g. This being thease, the average distortion over all edges is, as required, at least:1jEGj [k(n) g1�43 + (EG � k(n))1℄ � k(n)(g1�7)3EG + 1For a ontradition, suppose there are l < k(n) edges having distortion atleast g1�43 . Remove these edges and onsider the remaining graph G0. The har-ateristi of this graph is �(G) � l > �(G) � k(n) � �(H) and its girth is atleast g1. Every edge in G0, and onsequently, every pair of verties in G0 hasdistortion less than g1�43 in the embedding of G0 in H . But by Theorem 3, sine�(G0) > �(H), there must be a pair of verties in G0 with distortion at leastg1�43 , a ontradition. 2Corollary 31 An Expander graph with degree  and girth g1() logn annot beprobabilistially approximated stritly within a fator of k(n)(g1() logn�7)1:5n + 1 bymetris over graphs having harateristi lower by at least k(n). In partiular,it annot be probabilistially approximated within an 
(logn) fator, by graphsof onstant harateristi.Referenes1. Anupam Gupta: Embeddings of Finite Metris, Ph.D. Thesis, Computer Siene,University of California, Berkeley, 2000.2. Y. Bartal: Probabilisti Approximation of Metri Spaes and its Algorithmi Ap-pliations, Proeedings of the 37th FOCS, 1996.3. Y. Bartal: On approximating arbitrary metris by tree metris, Proeedings of the30th STOC, 1998.4. M. Charikar, C. Chekuri, A. Goel and S. Guha: Rounding Via Trees: DeterministiApproximation Algorithms for Group Steiner Trees and k-Median, Proeedings ofthe 30th STOC, 1998.5. Goran Konjevod, R. Ravi, Aravind Srinivasan: Approximation Algorithms for theCovering Steiner Problem, Proeedings of the 11th SODA, 2000.6. Jiri Matousek: Letures on Disrete Geometry, Springer, 2002.7. N. Linial, E. London and Yu. Rabinovih: The geometry of graphs and some of itsalgorithmi appliations, Combinatoria, 15, 1995, pp. 215 - 245.8. Naveen Garg, Goran Konjevod, R. Ravi: A polylogarithmi approximation algo-rithm for the group Steiner tree problem, Journal of Algorithms, 37(1), 2000, pp.66{84.9. Uriel Feige: Approximating the bandwidth via volume respeting embeddings, Jour-nal of Computer and System Sienes, 60(3), 2000, pp. 510{539.10. Y.Rabinovih, R.Raz: Lower Bounds on the Distortion of Embedding Finite MetriSpaes in Graphs, Disrete and Computational Geometry, 19, 1998, pp. 79-94.


